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COWBOYS AND INDIANS SHOOT EACH
OTHER AT THE OULTON PARK GOLD CUP HOE
DOWN – BY QUICK DRAW MARTIN COOPER

DID YOU
HAVE A FLAT
SPOT?
JULIAN BARTER
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comment

Before the double header at Brands Hatch just seven points separated the
top three, Charles, Will and Jez in the Championship, but John Williams
and Brian Jarvis were still in with a chance of upsetting the applecart.
By the end of a stormy day there were fallen
Sport and Octane magazines and for good
dreams and bruised ambitions with each of the reason: we have seen 43 competitors across
main contenders suffering contrasting fortunes. all the classes supplemented by 12 invitation
racers and despite the intensity of the points
Charles’s aspirations slid away in the deluge
early in the day, dropping him out of the title battle, sportsmanship and respect have been
fight, Will battled furiously against the elements the overriding characteristics of the season
but had a mixed day with a win and a no score which has attracted an even brighter spotlight,
whilst Jez believing all was lost after race one to be shone by Ben Anderson, Autosport’s F1
Editor and official track tester.
drove tenaciously in race two and is now in a
position where he currently has to drop at least
five points from whatever he scores at the Finals.

Ben will be guesting in Richard Attwood’s
Porsche 928 run by John Bradshaw in
preparation for an Autosport feature on 70s
Almost imperceptibly Brian Jarvis slipped
Road Sports. As the last strands of hope
and slid his Porsche into second place in the
Championship diligently collecting points like and ambition are woven into the brightly
a squirrel gathering acorns in preparation for coloured tapestry of the 2018 season and
a long winter, setting Silverstone up for one of with the Championship battle poised for a
the most intriguing Finals for a number of years. breathtaking finale Ben is sure to have the
motor sport equivalent of a box seat, close
It can be assumed that a back to form Jim
enough to hear the heart beats of the main
Dean will also be looking to end the season
protagonists sitting in the middle of a door
on a high and is certainly not going make
handle to door handle racing experience.
things easy for either Jez or Will, whilst
On a more sedate note, The Annual 70s
Charles will be facing a strong challenge for
Drivers’ Meeting will also be held at the
class honours, separated by just one point
Silverstone Finals: Saturday 20 October,
from a racy John Williams who has taken an
10.40am, Brooklands Suite, first floor.
overall win and two class victories in the
previous three races.

70s has received a lot of favourable press
coverage this year including features in Motor

If any competitor wishes to raise a subject for
consideration please email Charles:
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com
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Reunited with the Elan
Julian Barter shone at the
Silverstone Classic for all
but the final half lap
Image:
©Chris Fisher

REFLECTIONS

FROM A CLASSIC 70S SUMMER: SATURDAY 21 JULY 2018

Only two months have passed but the Silverstone Classic seems an age away but
on reflection I think it could possibly be the template for the future of historic
motorsports, where spectators are encouraged to be part of the action.
Images: Chris Fisher Hack-writer: James Nairn
The Silverstone Classic is probably the
ultimate Cars & Coffee Meeting. Whether
it is the nature of the Silverstone GP circuit
or the large number of cars and alternative
activities, the majority of visitors were happily
mixing and engaging with competitors in
both paddocks, rather than watching the
on track action and it appeared that most
competitors enjoyed the attention of so many
knowledgeable and enthusiastic spectators,
something not experienced at a regular
championship event.
Road Sports were the perfect fit for the
Silverstone Classic, filling the garage under
The Wing with a riot of colour, cars that
enthusiasts remembered fondly from their
youth, still relatively obtainable, beautifully
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presented but not just a ‘show ‘n’ shine’
contest, cars that were also to be driven as
hard and as fast as their creators intended.
And driven hard and fast they were, Julian
Barter was the star of qualifying, in only his
second race of the year, reunited with the
2016 Championship winning Elan he drove
‘with his nuts on fire and a silent scream in his
throat’ (ref: Hunter S Thompson). Charles, as
we have come to expect, was also residing
very near the top of the timesheet, followed
by the usual suspects Jez Clark, Will Leverett
and John Williams.
Scottish marauder Russell Patterson in the
spirit of the Border Reivers made another raid
into England, but quickly realised that with
the vertical windscreen of his Morgan Plus 8

acting as an airbrake down Silverstone’s wide
long straights, he would be struggling to pull
the skin off a Haggis let alone challenge for
victory. Dave Karaskas was only a second a lap
off the pace but languishing in 8th ahead of
Jim Dean whose Europa has been mysteriously
dropping a second just about everywhere this
year. Mark Leverett’s Lotus Elan qualified
ahead of Daniel Picket’s Morgan Plus 8 which
had shown good form at Silverstone in the
past. Howard Payne in the Cambridge Regional
College prepared Lotus Europa qualified one
place ahead of Brian Jarvis’s Porsche 924 which
was more than five and a half seconds quicker
than his nearest class mate, Mike Neumann’s
Alfa 2000GTV.

Morton whose drove like a pirate, blinded in
one eye by a fly as he accelerated out of the
pitlane at the start of qualifying.
There was plenty of time on Saturday to
savour the sights and embrace the atmosphere
and the buzz of a circuit packed with spectators
who were making full use of the cameras on
their smart phones, entranced by Road Sports
display of Italian Red Alfa’s standing sentry at
the entrance to the garages.

Mark Dudley was back in his attractive Alfa
Romeo Alfetta, although when asked if he was
suffering with a flat spot he answered simply
‘lots.’ David Tomkinson really hustled the little
1500cc Triumph Spitfire to qualify 26th out of
the thirty 70s entries and ahead of Will
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With a combined grid of 57 Historic and 70s
Road Sports there was a tangible buzz as the
cars gathered in the Assembly Area in preparation
for the 3.00pm rolling start, which for such a
simple procedure never actually works quite
as well as it should. It is a strange phenomenon,
put a driver with no skill on a motorway
and he can tailgate all day, put some racing
drivers in a rolling start and despite their
apparent experience of close competition
struggle to hold formation over a 3.6 mile lap
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generally breaking the grid into a number of
separate groups.
None of this bothered Julian who was off like
a lizard on hot sand, he almost had his hand
on the trophy when a big warning light on the
dashboard told him it would not be his day,
the Lotus expiring just half a lap from the flag,
leaving Charles the surprise recipient of the
largest trophy in historic motorsport ahead of
Jez Clark who was an untroubled runner up.

ROAD SPORTS WERE THE PERFECT FIT AT THE
CLASSIC, FILLING THE GARAGE UNDER THE
WING WITH A RIOT OF COLOUR
The next group consisting of Will Leverett,
John Williams and Russell Paterson had to
contend with the enthusiastically driven
invitation Ferrari 308GTB of John Dickson
who, although ineligible for any award John
ducked around between them like a school
boy on the dance floor at a wedding reception,
Will Leverett secured the final place on the
podium after John Williams took the creative
but slower agricultural line a couple of laps
from the finish.

The big race movers were the Marcos of
Nic Strong who worked his way up from
fourteenth to seventh, finishing just ahead of
Mark Leverett and Robert Gate who wrestled
the big Jag from eighteenth to tenth. The
middle order enjoyed some entertaining early
laps before they settled down in the second
half of the race with Steve Skipworth finishing
ahead of Brian Jarvis’s speedy Porsche. He
was followed home by the Ferrari of Jai Sharma,
who continues to maintain the spirit of the
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JAI SHARMA AND KEN RORRISON
MAINTAINED THE SPIRIT OF THE 70S BY
DRIVING THEIR RACE CARS TO THE CIRCUIT
EACH DAY
70s (along with Ken Rorrison) by driving his
race car to and from the circuit every day.
Steve Cooke and Chris Holland finished
fourteenth and fifteenth, the aerodynamic
inefficiencies of their Lotus 7s putting them at
a disadvantage on the long straights of the
Grand Prix circuit.
Even more fun was being had towards the
back with a thrilling tussle involving David
Tomkinson’s pesky Triumph Spitfire which ran
ahead of Mike Neumann’s Alfa in the early
laps before falling back towards the the Alfas
of Ken Rorrison and Mark Dudley. They were
quickly joined by Will Morton recovering
places from his lowly grid position in
swashbuckling style.
Things were looking good for Ken in his Alfa
which had drawn a lot of attention from
photographers over the weekend until,
surprised to hear further compliments of his
car as part of the race commentary Ken spun
out of the group. The praise should not have
been a surprise (the bright red Alfa looked
stunning in the summer sunshine) but the
fact that he could hear the commentary
highlighted one of the issues experienced by
Road Sports at the Classic.
The wide open nature of the circuit meant that
the sounds from staccato exhausts trumpeting
the high revving engines dispersed in
the breeze long before they reached the
spectator banks. This was a shame as we
know from past experience that a grid full
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of Road Sport cars can provide an inspiring
spectacle which would have been a display
of almost pyrotechnic proportions if they
had raced in twilight with headlights ablaze,
more than compensating for any loss of aural
excitement.
The Silverstone Classic is a great event to be
part of for competitors, due to the interaction
between enthusiasts and owners, so could
this be duplicated in a smaller scale if circuits
and race organizers engaged with marque car
clubs? This would be especially relevant to
the Road Sport categories, by inviting regional
centres to hold one of their monthly ‘Coffee &
Car’ gatherings at a race meeting, boosting
the normally sparsely populated spectator
areas with classic cars and enthusiastic, owners
of Lotus, Morgan, Alfa Romeos, MGs etc. adding
an extra dimensions to what are currently low
key events for both groups – thoughts?
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LAP CHART

Start

Lap 1

Laps

1

Lap 2

Lap 3

SILVERSTONE CLASSIC: SATURDAY 21 JULY 2018

Lap 4

Lap 5

01 71 Julian Barter
02 24 Charles Barter
03 122 Jeremy Clark
04 50 John Dickson
5
05 19 Will Leverett
06 130 John Williams
07 172 Russell Paterson
08 42 Dave Karaskas
09 72 Jim10
Dean
10 20 Mark Leverett
11 36 Daniel Pickett
12 11 Howard Payne
13 92 Brian Jarvis
14 25 Nic15
Strong
15 70 Steve Skipworth
16 114 Jai Sharma
17 65 Steve Cooke
18 35 Robert Gate
19 14 Chris
Holland
20
20 31 Mark Bennett
21 74 Mike Neumann
22 55 Steve Bellerby
23 28 Mark Dudley
24 44 Ken25
Rorrison
25 100 Drew Nicholson
26 07 David Tomkinson
27 10 Nigel Ashley
28 21 Will Morton
29 76 Dave
Erwin
30
30 54 Steven Camplin
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2

3

4

5

Lap

p6

6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

Lap 10

Lap 11

Lap 12

01 Charles Barter

B

02 Jeremy Clark

C

INV John Dickson

I

03

Will Leverett

C

04

John Williams

B

05 Russell Paterson A
06

Jim Dean

C

07

Nic Strong

B

08

Mark Leverett

C

09

Dave Karaskas

D

10

Robert Gate

A

11

Steve Skipworth

C

12 Brian Jarvis

D

13

Jai Sharma

B

14

Stece Cooke

C

NC Julian Barter

C

15

Chris Holland

C

16

Steve Bellerby

B

17

Mike Neumann

D

18

Will Morton

D

19 David Tomkinson E
20

Mark Dudley

D

21

Nigel Ashley

C

22 Drew Nicholson

D

23 Ken Rorrison

D

24 Dave Erwin

D

25

7

8

9

10

11

Steven Camplin

D

NC Mark Bennett

B

NC Daniel Pickett

A

NC Howard Payne

B

12
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CROFT NOSTALGIA
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 4-5 AUGUST 2018

Every competitor says the Croft Nostalgia is a great event: whilst not quite
achieving the status of the ‘Goodwood of the North’ it has a lot in its favour,
the circuit organisers go to a great deal of effort with air displays and static
displays of military vehicles, people dress up, enjoy cream teas and live music.
On top of all of that competitors say the circuit is fast, flowing and a hoot to
drive, but when you are overdue with fulfilling a decorating promise it can be
a journey too far.
Images: charliewooding.co.uk Hack-writer: James Nairn
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Back in the days when Denis Jenkinson,
Motor Sport’s Continental Correspondent
would set off to the continent in April, at the
wheel of his Porsche 356, to report on the
Targa Florio and not return until after the
Italian Grand Prix at Monza, probably tapping
out his reports on a typewriter and posting
them back to the UK to be published in Motor
Sport magazine at the end of each month,
people still got to read the race reports sooner
than I produce them in the 70s Newsletter
– but there is another way.
Live timing from MST, who provide timing,
scoring and analysis for every HSCC event. If
that doesn’t sound very exciting then consider
Julian’s description ‘It feels a bit like stalking…’
but you won’t get arrested for it. If you have
access the internet then from the moment
qualifying starts, drama in the form of digital
time displays unfold before your eyes and
your imagination.
Watching the qualifying times dancing on the
screen from Croft, Charles clearly had a 1.3sec
advantage in qualifying, the gap between
Will Leverett and Jez Clark was measured in
tenths and with Jim Dean and John Williams

separated by hundredths, it was clear that a
mighty tussle between the chasing pack was
in prospect whilst waiting for the kettle to boil.
From Tristan Simpson’s Ferrari 308 in seventh
to Roy Davis’s Triumph GT6 in twentieth, just
tenths of a second decided the grid positions
except for David Tomkinson and Tim Hayes
who were just six thousands of a second apart
or about half a metre and all this could be
seen whilst dunking biscuits into my morning
coffee.

Lawrence Alexander, David
Tomkinson and Mark
Oldffield guesting in Will
Morton’s 924 provide a
visual demonstraion of the
diversty currently on
display in 70s.
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

With race 1 not scheduled to start until 15:15
there was plenty of time to nip down to the
shop to pick up more sand paper, a pot of
Little Greene French Grey, Flat Oil Eggshell
and a warm sausage roll and be back in time
to put the kettle back on. With the circuit
commentary by Marcus Pye also broadcast
live the start was clearly a lively affair, John
Williams’ technique certainly appears to be
particularly effective and the Lotus’s have a
habit of getting away sharply, but Charles
soon asserted his superiority, easing away
from the chasing pack whilst Will Leverett
built a comfortable gap between himself and
Jez Clark.
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

CROFT NOSTALGIA RACE 1: SATURDAY 4TH AUGUST 2018

01 24 Charles Barter
02 19 Will Leverett
03 22 Jeremy Clark
04 72 Jim Dean

5

05 30 John Williams
06 20 Mark Leverett
07 146 Tristan Simpson
08 37 Nic Strong
09 42 Dave Karaskas

10

10 45 Rupert Ashdown
11 69 Peter House
12 55 Steve Bellerby
13 65 Steve Cooke
14 92 Brian Jarvis

15

15 35 Robert Gate
16 14 Chris Baxter
17 07 David Tomkinson
18 67 Tim Hayes
19 21 Mark Oldfield

20

20 177 Roy Davis
21 61 Lawrence Alexander
22 28 Simon Baines
23 56 Sarah Hutchison
24 34 Justin Wilson

25

Laps
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1

2

3

4

5

Lap

p6

6

Lap 7

7

Lap 8

8

Lap 9

9

Lap 10

10

Lap 11

11

Lap 12

01 Charles Barter

B

02 Will Leverett

C

03

Jeremy Clark

C

04

John Williams

B

05

Jim Dean

C

06

Mark Leverett

C

07

Nic Strong

B

08 Robert Gate

A

09

Dave Karaskas

C

10

Rupert Ashdown

I

11

Tristan Simpson

I

12 Brian Jarvis

D

13

Steve Bellerby

B

14

Tim Hayes

I

15

Mark Oldfield

16

Roy Davis

17

Lawrence Alexander D

18

Chris Baxter

C

19

Simon Baines

D

20

Justin Wilson

D

21

David Tomkinson

NC

22

Peter House

NC

23

Steve Cooke

NC

24

Sarah Hutchison

NC
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D
I

AFTER A BRIEF DELAY THE GRID WAS RESET
AND THE RACE DURATION REDUCED BY
FIVE MINUTES, KEEPING THE DECORATING
TIMETABLE ON SCHEDULE.
Little arrows on the timing screen tell you
who is on the move and Robert Gate was
doing a good job, whilst Tristan Simpson was
sinking, the lap times told you that Steve
Cooke and Rupert Ashdown were having an
entertaining race until Steve’s arrows started
pointing down the screen. And it was good
to see Mark Oldfield in Will Morton’s Porsche
for the weekend with arrows pointing up.
With the timing screens only updating at the
end of each lap you also have the option of
a car tracker screen to show where each car
is on the circuit helping the imagination to
draw a picture of events, summarised by live
interviews at the end of the race accompanied
by the glooping noise of a paint roller in a
large tray of emulsion.

prompting anxious nibbling around the
edges of the biscuit as your mind runs
through various scenarios simultaneously
before the commentary team announced that
the Escort of Peter House was stranded on
the grid with transmission failure. After a
brief delay the grid was reset and the race
duration reduced by five minutes, keeping
the decorating timetable on schedule.

From the excited tone of the commentary it
appeared that Will Leverett, Jez Clark and
John Williams arrived at the first corner at the
same time, Charles as we later discovered
momentarily glanced down at exactly the
moment the lights went out, then the Red
Flag notification flashed on to the screen

to the orange Lotus 7 of Steve Cooke a couple
of laps later, although the TVR then hung
onto the tail of the Lotus tenaciously for the
remainder of the race. The lap times also
revealed that Mark Oldfield was not letting
the Ferrari of Tristan Simpson have an easy
run.

At the restart the front two rows were
apparently jostling ferociously for position but
by the end of the first lap they had regained
their starting order with Charles in command.
Will Leverett and Jez Clark swapped places on
lap two along with John Williams and Jim
Dean. Steve Bellerby was putting the Porsche
924 of Brian Jarvis under pressure and Dave
On Sunday morning there was ample time for Karaskas had caught Robert Gate napping to
a lay in and a catch up with White’s Wanderings gain a place. Steve Cooke was also on the
in the HSCC Magazine whilst wandering no
move, technology should have given him a
further than the kitchen for tea and toast,
much bigger arrow for gaining eight places
before rolling a second coat of emulsion on
on the first lap.
the walls and speckle coating everything else As Marcus’s commentary focused on what
not covered by dust sheets, plus a another
sounded like a great battle between Jez and
layer of eggshell on the skirting boards before Will, Steve Bellerby’s yellow TVR nipped past
the 15.15 Sunday start.
Brian Jarvis on lap three before falling victim

If one image was required
to depict the spirti of 70s
this is it. The three leading
title contenders, Charles
Barter, Jeremy Clark and
Will Leverett at the end of
a busy weekends racing.
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

Whilst the battle for second raged, John
Williams Porsche 911 exchanged places with
the Europa of Jim Dean for fourth having kept
him under pressure following the original
place change. As Jim’s Europa slowed towards
the end he was almost caught by Mark
Leverett’s quick Elan, although unable to run
at the pace of the leaders Mark set impressively
consistent lap times throughout the race
finishing well ahead of Nic Strong, who
enjoyed a reliable run in his Marcos to finish
ahead of Dave Karaskas’s TVR.
By lap five Charles had opened the gap at the
front to almost five and a half seconds before
easing back, the Datsun still finishing virtually
three seconds ahead of Jez and Will as the
screen clock wound down to zero. The post
race commentary revealed that it had been a

clean and close battle throughout between
the Europa and Elan with neither driver being
able to find an advantage, Jez and Will clearly
enjoyed what had been an exciting battle.
Watching a screen of dancing numbers
requires a certain amount of imagination and
probably knowledge of the protagonists to
appreciate what was happening, but then
again if you really wanted to know just how
exciting 70s Road Sports can get I guess you
had to be there!
ps. As competitors began packing up, I got
down to the arduous task of cleaning paint
brushes before celebrating the results of a
productive and drama free weekend .
To view live timing on race days visit:
https://livetiming.getraceresults.com/mst

LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

CROFT NOSTALGIA RACE 2: SUNDAY 5TH AUGUST 2018

01 24 Charles Barter
02 19 Will Leverett
03 22 Jeremy Clark
04 30 John Williams

5

05 72 Jim Dean
06 20 Mark Leverett
07 37 Nic Strong
08 35 Robert Gate
09 42 Dave Karaskas

10

10 45 Rupert Ashdown
11 146 Tristan Simpson
12 92 Brian Jarvis
13 55 Steve Bellerby
14 67 Tim Hayes

15

15 21 Mark Oldfield
16 177 Roy Davis
17 61 Lawrence Alexander
18 14 Chris Baxter
19 28 Simon Baines

20

20 34 Justin Wilson
21 69 Peter House
22 07 David Tomkinson
23 65 Steve Cooke
24 56 Sarah Hutchison

25

25 96 Anthony Ross
Laps
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1

2

3

4

Lap 5

5

Lap 6

6

Lap 7

7

Lap 8

8

Lap 9

01 Charles Barter

B

02 Jeremy Clark

C

03

Will Leverett

C

04

John Williams

B

05

Jim Dean

C

06

Mark Leverett

C

07

Nic Strong

B

08

Dave Karaskas

C

09 Robert Gate

A

10

Steve Cooke

C

11

Steve Bellerby

B

12 Brian Jarvis

D

13

Tim Hayes

I

14

Tristan Simpson

I

15

Roy Davis

I

16

Mark Oldfield

D

17

Anthony Ross

I

18

Chris Baxter

C

19

Lawrence Alexander D

20

David Tomkinson

E

21

Simon Baines

D

22

Justin Wilson

D

9
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As John Williams hung
his Porsche out on the
edge of Old Hall, Will
Leverett headed the
jostling pack down
The Avenue.
Image:
©martincooperphoto.co.uk

BIG JOHN

OULTON PARK GOLD CUP: SATURDAY 25 & SUNDAY 26 AUGUST 2018

The days race relentlessly towards the end of the year, the pendulum of the
championship clock swings back and forth and, as August Bank holiday
approaches it is time again for the Gold Cup at Oulton Park.
Images: Martin Cooper Hack-writer: James Nairn
The chuckwagon is stocked and the pioneers
travel in their covered wagons across the vast
open plains of the slightly Wild West Midlands
to cries of ‘there’s gold in them thar hills’ on a
mission to build a settlement in the Really
Wild North West. Although as the hill in
question is locally known as Clay Hill the
chances of more than one prospector going
home with gold was unlikely.
Lone hunter Russell Paterson travelled down
from the even wilder mountainous North but
has claimed some good scalps from previous
visits and was in a fighting mood. High Plains
Drifter Adam Bagnell made a welcome return
after spending long hours in the wilderness.
Camp was pitched on the outer edge of the
main settlement as dark clouds gathered on
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the horizon suggesting the weekend might
become more challenging than a picnic on
Brokeback Mountain.
With qualifying set for the end of Saturday
afternoon there was plenty of time for fiddlin’
and fettling and for Will Leverett it was clearly
time well spent as his Lotus Europa posted
the quickest time of the afternoon, closely
followed by the Morgan Plus 8 of Russell
Paterson. Jim Dean was also quick on the
draw, seven hundredths of a second faster
than Jez Clark.
Mark Leverett and John Williams hung back a
fraction from the leading group whilst Steve
Cooke went rodeo riding in his Lotus 7 but
still managed to qualify an impressive
seventh ahead of his Cadwell Park race rival

Mark Bennett. Howard Payne was troubled
with braking issues whilst Paul Tooms, having
his first ride using Peter Shaw’s former steed
was just troubled, both withdrawing their
Europa’s from the main event the following
day. Local racer Robert Gate slotted his E-Type
into 11th ahead of Nic Strong who after a
season of race day development settled on a
compromise solution with the brakes on his
Marcos 3000GT, deciding that 75% braking
capacity for 20 minutes was better than 85%
braking capacity for 12 minutes.
Ian Jacobs Fiat 124 Spider was easily the
quickest of the Class D a couple of tenths
behind the TVR3000M of Steve Bellerby and
three hundredths ahead of the quickest
Invitation driver Steve Worrad in the lovely
pale blue Datsun YB110. Steve Skipworth was
skipping between his Europa and the Jaguar
Challenge and would be another to miss race
day. David Tomkinson said he had been
fiddling with suspension settings on the

Spitfire and had found two seconds so was
disappointed that his partner Chris Fisher had
gone a’roaming with his g’hal.
Adam Bagnall headed the next group of
Simon Baines and Sarah Hutchison before
the remaining invitation runners including
Michael Parden in his smart navy blue TVR
2500 and John Dickson who later withdrew
his Cavallino Rampante from the main event
when it went lame. Nigel Ashley qualified just
ahead of Mark Oldfield who, having sent his
Lancia Monte Carlo to the vermin exterminator
during the summer suffered a final act of
Gremlin vengeance when an HT lead became
disconnected as qualifying began.
And with all the qualifying markers set it
became a hog-killin’ time – a giant cauldron
of chilli and beans was set on the stove, corn
cobs were placed in the fire, the Marshalls
and Sheriffs polished their stars, the girls put
on their fancy finery and with two whoops and
a holler it was time for the 70s Hoe Down.
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No arguments about
which list Robert Gate’s
terrific tyre cake came
from, although it did wear
away to nothing in a
suprisingly short space
of time !!!

A GIANT CAULDRON OF
CHILLI AND BEANS AND
CORN COBS PREPARED BY
ALEX, ANNE & JIM DEAN
PROVIDED A VERITABLE
FEAST FOR THE HUNGRY
70S POSSE
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WITH 22 PAIRS OF EYES FOCUSED ON ONE
RED LIGHT AND A SINGLE THOUGHT IN
EVERY COMPETITOR’S HEAD, QUICKEST ON
THE DRAW WAS JOHN WILLIAMS.
Sunday dawned as black as the the hat worn
by Kirk Douglas in Gunfight at the OK Corral,
rain leaked into every crack and crevice,
fortunately with the start not scheduled until
6.00pm the best advice was to hunker down
until the worst of the weather had passed. By
late afternoon the track surface remained
neither wet nor dry just treacherously slimy
and competitors were given two laps to
discover just how slippery slime could be.
With 22 pairs of eyes focused on one red light
and a single thought in every competitor’s
head, quickest on the draw was John Williams,
who might have been helped by the weight
distribution of his Porsche 911 but those
same quick reactions held everything in place
as the Porsche slewed across the wet exit
curbs of Old Hall and Will Leverett led into
Cascades with the possé in hot persuit – all
except for Michael Parden who mysteriously
joined well after the grid had set off and
without the benefit of a sighting lap.

still quicker through the slalom and up Clay
Hill than Mark Leverett who remained on the
conventional route.
Mark Oldfield was another mover, with the
last remaining gremlin dispatched from his
Monte Carlo he was quickly onto the tail of
the class leading Fiat 124 of Ian Jacobs and
beginning to apply pressure until it all went
squiggly wiggly on the exit of Lodge at the
end of lap four leaving him to spend the
remainder of the race making up lost ground.
Almost invisibly Adam Bagnall floated the
E-Type across the treacherous surface, sliding
from 18th to 4th by the end of lap four and
given more time would have caught Russell
Paterson’s Morgan which was petulantly
spitting flame from the exhaust and generally
appearing disgruntled at being asked to
perform in such inhospitable conditions.

Jeremy Clark felt that all his talent had been
stolen by Rustlers the previous night but
hung on to finish second in class and made
Half way around the second lap with Will
off with a useful hall of points. Finishing just
Leverett surfing over Hilltop and John
behind Jez was best of the invitation runners
Williams tucked into his wake they were
Steve Worrad whose Datsun appeared a little
surprised to find Michael’s TVR spinning into
wayward at the beginning but was putting on
the chicane. The early laps proved challenging spectacular display of lurid drifting by the
for everyone although some mastered the
end. Will Leverett adapted his driving style to
problem quicker than others. Dave Tomkinson something more associated with wrestling a
was living up to his philosophy ‘if you ain’t
greased pig in his efforts to stay in front of
sliding you ain’t drivin!’ and was quickly on
John Williams until the Europa suddenly
the edge of the top ten, despite outbraking
snapped sideways in the middle of the
himself into the Knickerbrook Chicane he was chicane and John didn’t need a second
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David Tomkinson,
Triumph Spitfire, Steve
Worrad, Datsun YB110
and Adam Bagnall in his
Jaguar E-Type all shone
through the gloom at
Oulton Park.
Image:
©martincooperphoto.co.uk

chance sliding through into the lead in a
move that looked both brave and decisive but
in reality the only alternative would have
been to punt the Europa into the middle of
the lake, whilst Will twiddled the steering
wheel speculating just how much longer the
steering rack of the Lotus needed to be to
arrest the slide.
Will quickly regained the equilibrium of a
dog on a polished floor and set off after John
who wasn’t finding life any easier at the front,
the Porsche often arriving at Hislops sideways,
the rear engine acting as a pendulum under
braking but John skilfully retained sufficient
control to open a three second gap at the flag
to take his first and for someone who can
wrangle a string of wild Porsche horses so
effectively, long overdue first outright win.
Russell Paterson was simply pleased to hang
on to take the final step of the podium
Unfortunately after a long and challenging
day for the officials the chequered flag had
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already been mistakenly hung out for David
Tomkinson’s blue Spitfire which was
particularly unfortunate for Sarah Hutchison
who having been bottled up behind Robert
Gate’s struggling E-Type finally broke free,
burning up the track like Wile E. Coyote
passing four cars on lap eight to be placed
second in class… briefly, before officials, after
a short deliberation declared the results at the
end of lap seven.
Fortunately the lynch mob soon dispersed
and the cries of hang’em subsided as quickly
when a crate of beer left over from the previous
evening was discovered. As the gold Autumn
sun set and competitors hitched their wagons,
setting off to distant corners of the UK some
claimed they could hear a few bars of a familiar
song hanging in the breeze, which rustled leaves
the trees that line this picturesque circuit.
Wheels are made for rollin’, mules are made to
pack. I’ve never seen a site that didn’t look
better lookin’ back.
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

OULTON PARK GOLD CUP: SUNDAY 26TH AUGUST 2018

01 19 Will Leverett
02 172 Russell Paterson
03 72 Jim Dean

5

04 22 Jeremy Clark
05 20 Mark Leverett
06 30 John Williams
07 65 Steve Cooke
08 131 Mark Bennett

10

09 11 Howard Payne
10 47 Paul Tooms
11 35 Robert Gate
12 37 Nic Strong
13 55 Steve Bellerby

15

14 05 Ian Jacobs
15 91 Steve Worrad
16 70 Steve Skipworth
17 07 David Tomkinson
18 02 Adam Bagnall

20

19 28 Simon Baines
20 56 Sarah Hutchison
21 101 Peter Bowyer
22 136 Michael Parden
23 150 John Dickson

25

24 177 Roy Davis
25 10 Nigel Ashley
26 57 Mark Oldfield

Laps
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30

1

2

3

4

Lap 5

Lap 6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

RESULTS DECLARED AFTER 8 LAPS
01 John Williams

B

02 Will Leverett

C

03 Russell Paterson A
04

Adam Bagnall

A

05

Jeremy Clark

C

06

Steve Worrad

I

07

Nic Strong

B

08

Mark Leverett

C

09

Mark Bennett

A

10 Ian Jacobs

D

11

Steve Bellerby

B

12

Peter Bowyer

I

13 David Tomkinson E

5

6

7

8

14

Mark Oldfield

D

15

Steve Cooke

C

16

Simon Baines

D

17

Sarah Hutchison

D

18

Robert Gate

A

19

Roy Davis

I

20

Michael Parden

I

21

Jim Dean

NC

22

Nigel Ashley

NC

23

Howard Payne

DNS

24

Paul Tooms

DNS

25

Steve Skipworth DNS

26

John Dickson

DNS

1
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news

Silverstone Drivers Meeting, Technical Regulation – Sump Sealing,
Austin Healey & MG Cup, Charlie Wooding’s 70s Yearbook

70s DRIVERS’ MEETING,
SILVERSTONE FINALS
10.40AM, BROOKLANDS SUITE
Time: 10.40am Saturday 20 October
Venue: 1st Floor Brooklands Suite

The Brooklands Suite is overlooking the
Assembly Area and Wellington Straight situated
next to the BRDC Grandstand.
Please don’t be late as the venue is reserved
throughout the day for other Championship
Meetings.
Agenda:
1.

Apologies for absence

2.
3.
4.
5.

Minutes of the last meeting
Matters arising
Chairman’s Report
2019 Regulations
• Race Meetings
• Tyre Regulations
• Other proposals

6.
7.
8.
9.

Championship Committee Election
Championship Chairman Election
70s Dinner 16 February 2019
Any other business

If any competitor wishes to raise a subject for
consideration please email Charles:
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com
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SUMP SEALING
TECHNICAL REGULATIONS
As part of our aim to ensure all competing cars comply with the
Championship Regulations 70s Eligibility Scrutineer Nigel Edwards
has offered to measure any competitor’s engine’s cylinder bore and
stroke whenever the cylinder head is off and then “wire seal” the
sump, thereby effectively certifying the cylinder capacity.
The cost will be simply £10 to cover MSA seal materials and a
contribution to his travel costs would be welcome.
We believe this to be a cost-effective way of moving towards
confidence that all cars are compliant with their correct specification,
thereby promoting more demonstrably fair racing and hence
encouraging more cars and competitors to join us at the circuit.
The value of being seen to comply with our Technical Regulations
regarding engine capacity should be obvious to all.
“Nigel can be called on:
01903 742505 or 07875 111554, or
Email: nigelcedwards@hotmail.com

2018 YEARBOOK
CHARLIE WOODING
Available to pre-order, the 70s Yearbook
produced annually by Charlie Wooding
consisting of the complete season in
photographs, supported by race reports and
lap charts.
The Yearbook features every competitor and
car that raced during the year and is a unique
memento of the season.
80 pages, full colour throughout –
£35 + £2 P&P or collect at circuit

Speak to Charlie at Silverstone for more
information or email to pre-order a copy:
charliewooding@btinternet.com

IF IT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR STEVE McQUEEN
AUSTIN HEALEY & MG CUP FOR 70s

SIMPLES!

The Austin Healey & MG Cup will be a sub-class within the smallengined Class E category of the overall championship. Cup
competitors will also be eligible for Class E of the 70s Road Sports
Championship and for the overall 70s Road Sports Championship.
Both 1275cc and 1493cc cars are eligible.No Cup rounds will require
higher than a National B status licence. In the event of any 70s Road
Sports Championship rounds requiring higher than this, they will not
count towards the Cup. However, this does not stop Cup competitors
entering any higher status events if they have the correct licence.
The HSCC is very grateful to Ted O’Day for drafting the Regulations and
Peter May Engineering for its support of this initiative.
Further details and draft regulations available from:
ted.oday@btinternet.com.
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The 70s Road Sports
Championship is
organised and
administered by the
Historic Sports Car Club
[HSCC] in accordance
with the General
Regulations of the Royal
Automobile Club Motor
Sports Association [MSA].

VIEW THIS NEWSLETTER ON-LINE
https://issuu.com/seventies70s

70s WEBSITE

http://70sroadsports.co.uk/

70s TWITTER

https://twitter.com/70sRoadSports

70s FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/groups/202634583435/

CHARLIE WOODING

http://charliewooding.co.uk
Historic Motorsport Photographer

MARTIN COOPER

https://www.martincooperphoto.co.uk/work
Automotive & Travel Photographer
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Silverstone Circuit
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